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Activity 1: SWOT analysis 
 

 

Context of the Case Study 1: Quality of a training 

 

The three case studies are proposed on the quality in practice actions LLL: level of training 

(Case study # 1), the level of the structure (Case study # 2) and in development projects 

(Case study # 3). The three SWOT focus on these case studies. 

 

This first case study lists the documents proposed to evaluate a training program funded by 

an organization. 

 

 

 

2. Can the hindering factors (weaknesses and threats) be generalised and applied at 

national level? Which other hindering factors can be identified? 

 
 

The principle of evaluation before, during and after is the same for any academic training in 

LLL. LLL services are competitors and the answers as a network are rare. 

Changes to the content of documents will be requested by financial organizations. 

 Topic assessed:  Quality of a training (University of Versailles Case study #1) 
 Helpful  

in achieving the objective 

Harmful 

in achieving the objective 
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Strengths Weaknesses 
 

.Research laboratories 

.LLL service 

.Cooperation Universities / funding 

agencies and companies 

.Staff skills in LLL 

.Quality processes and procedures 

.Brand or reputation strong 

.Training schemes adapted 

.E-learning offer 

.Multilingual training 
 

 

.No internal culture of LLL 

.No specific laboratory on LLL 

.No link laboratory / service LLL 

.Engineering skills not reflected in the provision of 

training and validation 

.Difficulties in recruiting qualified staff 
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Opportunities Threats 
 

.Emerging markets (China, Brazil, India 

..., Internet) 

.Research Centre of Trade Unions 

.International networks 

.Offers multi-university 

.Co and two graduation 

.European directives 

.Laws on the validation of non formal 

and informal skills 

.Removing trade barriers 
 

 

.Competition in supply public / private 

.Price war 

.Private universities to businesses 

.New regulations 

.Barriers to trade 

.Non-recognition of diplomas 

.Certification: new academic evaluation 
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Research laboratories working on the course content only. 
 

 

 

3. Once you have identified the general hindering factors, please try to analyse their 

reasons to find out how these factors are embedded in your respective learning and 

research culture. 

 
 

There is no research laboratory associated with the national network of LLL services 

(www.fcu.fr). 

Quality is regarded by universities as a strictly administrative. Research labs refuse to 

participate in the financing and the problematic of the procedure specific of LLL. Research 

laboratories working exclusively on the content of the training, they do not even take care 

of the educational process in LLL. 

The service implements the LLL gait quality and research labs refuse any participation in this 

process. At the pedagogical level, it is a service staff with the training manager that 

organizes the curriculum. 

 

LLL is considered in the French universities as an additional activity of university operations 

even if the implementation of the LLL is his responsibility. 

LLL services are a service that should provide an annual balance between revenues and 

expenditures. This is the only service that needs to find and fund its budget and staff 

resources. 

Quality is a response of the university towards funders; service is mainly concerned about 

the development of LLL and for this to get money for its implementation and without real 

support from universities that have no culture about LLL outside of LLL personal services. 
 

 

 

4. Actions that could be carried out to overcome these identified reasons for barriers and 

hindering factors to cooperation between ULLL researchers and practitioners or solutions  

Please identify and explain possible solutions for the identified reasons of barriers.  

 
 

The different solutions are: 

- Introduce a culture of lifelong learning in-house 

- Valuing teachers who participate in actions LLL 

- Create a research laboratory in conjunction with the service LLL 

- Have a comprehensive quality approach with internal assessment by learners 

- Have an answer for LLL at level of  the network of university services 
 

 

 

5. Actors which (could) play a role in carrying out these actions (based on the network 

analysis of activity 2 and 3) and reason: 

Please reflect on how the identified actors of the network analysis could help to overcome 

identified barriers and constraints. 
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Actors Reason 

University President Creating a culture of lifelong learning 

Head of the service of LLL Approach the research laboratories working on quality 

Directors of research laboratories 

working on the quality (sociology, 

educational sciences, economics, 

management ...) 

Decision to work with the service of LLL 

Network of services of LLL Establish a research center associated with the 

network 

Ministry of Higher Education Affirm the responsibility of universities in the 

implementation of the LLL 

Social actors Working with universities 

LLL  Receivers Assessors of the training courses 

Funders of LLL Funding is conditioned by the quality approach 

 


